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Abstract: Using the Sigfox network, one of LPWA (Low Power Wide Area), and the Internet, we developed a temperature, humidity, pressure, 

and Internet of Things devices with different sensors to measure various physical data. It is much simpler to work with weather data when using 

OpenWeatherMap’s widely recognizable weather products. In this study, OpenWeatherMap's meteorological data were captured every 15 

minutes using are Sigfox communication, which is one of LPWA. These data were transferred to ThingSpeak using MATLAB analysis and time 

control of ThingSpeak. 
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1. Introduction

Knowledge and information have not yet been exchanged in the 

information society (Society 4.0), and issues resulting from a lack of 

inter-disciplinary cooperation have arisen. 

Society realized that Society 5.0 would involve all people and 

things being connected by the Internet of Things (IoT), allowing the 

sharing of various knowledge and information. 

Against this background, using the Sigfox network and the 

Internet, we developed Internet-of-Things devices equipped with 

temperature, humidity, barometric pressure, and different sensors to 

measure different physical data [1-5]. 

OpenWeatherMap is providing highly recognizable weather 

products that make working with weather data easier. 

OpenWeatherMap works with millions of developers around a clock 

and believes that these benefits might be suitable for most 

applications, up to the complex enterprise systems. 1) A spectrum of 

ready-to-use weather products 2)Short-term and long-term forecasts, 

history, and observation 3) Any location on the globe 4) Transparent 

pricing and licensing. 

  In this study, OpenWeatherMap's meteorological data were 

captured every 15 minutes using Sigfox communication, which is 

one of LPWA. The MATLAB analysis and time control of 

ThingSpeak were used to transport these data to the platform. 

2. OpenWeatherMap [6]

2.1. Weather data in a fast and easy-to-use way 

We offer widely recognized weather solutions that significantly 

simplify working with weather data. We collaborate with millions of 

developers around a clock and believe that these benefits might be 

appropriate for most applications, up to the complex enterprise 

systems. 

 A spectrum of ready-to-use weather products

 Short-term and long-term forecasts, history, and

observation

 Any location on the globe

 Transparent pricing and licensing

2.2. Weather API 

Please, sign up to use our fast and easy-to-work weather APIs. 

We advise using our One Call API 3.0 as a starting point for using 

OpenWeather products. Please have a look at our items, which are 

part of professional collections, for greater functionality. 

2.3. Case of Hatsukaichi, JP 

We accessed the home page of OpenWeatherMap and obtained 

the weather data of Hatsukaichi City, and the results are depicted in 

Fig.1-3. 
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Fig. 1 Hatsukaichi city weather data (temperature, humidity, air pressure, 

wind speed, etc.). 

 

Fig. 2 Hourly weather forecast for Hatsukaichi (temperature, humidity, 

cloud conditions, etc.). 

 

Fig. 3 Eight-day weather forecast for Hatsukaichi City (temperature, 

humidity, cloud conditions, etc.). 

Next, the weather data obtained in json type using the weather 

API (reference 2.B Weather API) is shown below. 

{"coord":{"lon":132.3333,"lat":34.35},"weather":[{"id":801,"m

ain":"Clouds","description":"few 

clouds","icon":"02n"}],"base":"stations","main":{"temp":275.12,"fe

els_like":271.87,"temp_min":275.12,"temp_max":275.12,"pressure"

:1019,"humidity":80,"sea_level":1019,"grnd_level":1019},"visibilit

y":10000,"wind":{"speed":3.18,"deg":284,"gust":7.09},"clouds":{"a

ll":21},"dt":1675001453,"sys":{"type":1,"id":8029,"country":"JP","

sunrise":1674943852,"sunset":1674981373},"timezone":32400,"id"

:1863018,"name":"Hatsukaichi","cod":200} 

 

 

3. MATLAB/Simulink and ThingSpeak 

  ThingSpeak (see Fig. 4) is an IoT analytics platform service 

that allows you to aggregate, visualize and analyze live data streams 

in the cloud. Data sent by your devices to ThingSpeak is instantly 

visualized by ThingSpeak. With the ability to execute MATLAB 

code in ThingSpeak, you can perform online analysis and processing 

of the data as it comes in. IoT systems that need analytics are 

frequently prototyped as proof of concept using ThingSpeak[7]. 

 

Fig. 4 Overview of IoT devices, ThingSpeak, and MATLAB [7]. 

  The channel setting of ThingSpeak at the time of data transfer 

is shown in Fig. 5. 

 

Fig. 5 Channel setting of ThingSpeak. 

 

3.1. MATLAB Analysis App [8] 

Explore data collected in a channel or scraped from a website 

 Find and remove bad data 

 Convert data to different units 

 Calculate new data 

 Build data models 

You can incorporate features from any of the licensed MATLAB 

Toolboxes offered by ThingSpeak in your analysis code (see Fig. 6). 

You can publish data after analysis to share your findings with others. 
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Fig. 6 MATLAB Analysis of ThingSpeak. 

3.2. Time Control[9] 

TimeControl works with other ThingSpeak apps to act at a 

specific time or on a regular schedule. You can use TimeControl 

with: 

 ThingHTTP to communicate with devices, websites, or 

web services 

 ThingTweet to send alerts via Twitter® 

 TalkBack to queue up commands for a device 

For instance, you can make a ThingHTTP request that calls 

someone through Twilio®, controls a device, or connects to a 

thermostat that accepts HTTP requests. 

Next, the time to operate MATLAB analysis was controlled using 

TimeControl (see Fig. 7). Since the Sigfox data transfer interval is 15 

minutes, 15 minutes is chosen as the repetition time for doing 

MATLAB analysis using TimeControl. 

 

Fig. 7 An example of setting the Time Control of ThingSpeak. 

 

4. Graph OpenWeatherMap data using 

MATLAB/Simulink and ThingSpeak 

The data in json format collected from the OpenWeatherMap 

homepage using the API was used to graph the weather data using 

Thingspeak's MATLAB analysis and time control. 

As examples of meteorological data, temperature data is 

illustrated in Fig. 8, humidity data in Fig. 9, atmospheric pressure 

data in Fig. 10, cloud ratio in Fig. 11, and wind speed in Fig.12. 

 

Fig. 8 Temperature in Hatsukaichi. 

 

Fig. 9 Humidity in Hatsukaichi. 

 

Fig. 10 Pressure in Hatsukaichi. 

 

Fig. 11 Clouds (%) in Hatsukaichi. 
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Fig. 12 Wind speed (m/s) in Hatsukaichi. 

 

5. Summary 

Using the Sigfox network, one of low power wide area, and the 

Internet, we developed temperature, humidity, pressure, and IoT 

devices with various sensors to measure different physical data. 

Highly identifiable weather products from OpenWeatherMap make it 

much simpler to work with weather data. 

OpenWeatherMap's meteorological data in json format obtained 

from the OpenWeatherMap homepage using the API was used to 

graph the weather data utilizing Thingspeak’s MATLAB analysis 

and time control. 
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